The S9190 Quad Wireless Receiver offers four channels of uncompromising audio quality in a convenient and space efficient rack size unit.

- Rugged yet lightweight and compact, the 2RU rotational molded chassis houses four independent receivers that can be used simultaneously, each with 16 channels of selectivity, audio and RF indicators, volume control, and a balanced XLR connector with summed output.

- Use in a built-in rack mount, compatible with many of our PA's and Lecterns, or on its own, as a portable system.

- Works with any combination of up to FOUR handheld, lapel or headset AmpliVox wireless transmitters.

Excellent for use in schools, universities, restaurants, bars, hotel conference rooms, conventions, corporate boardrooms, churches and more.

Use in a built-in rack mount, compatible with many of our PA's and Lecterns!

Rack rails - standard 10u, 12u, and 20u sizes
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S9190 UHF Quad Wireless Microphone Receiver System

FEATURES
- Four UHF wireless receivers in a single rugged 19” 2U roto-molded rack mountable housing
- Works with any four combinations of handheld, lapel or headset AmpliVox wireless transmitters
- Back panel balanced XLR mic level output; 3.5mm (1/8”) jack mic level / sum output. No cables are included
- Front panel LED indicators for TX and AF with separate volume; and external adjustable mute control for each receiver
- Separate removable antenna for each wireless receiver
- Operates on the UHF frequency band from 584-608 MHz
- Externally powered with DC adapter included
- Rack Mount Ears Included

SPECIFICATIONS
AC Power 100-220V Auto sensing, 50/60 Hz.
Wireless Range Up to 300 Feet
UHF Wireless Frequency 584 - 608 MHz
Weight: 3 lbs.
Dimensions: 2U Cabinet - 3-3/8” H x 17” W x 6-½” D (85.7mm x 431.8mm x 165mm)

WARRANTY
1 Year

Model # | Product Description | Shp. Wt. | MSRP
--- | --- | --- | ---
S9190 | UHF Quad Wireless Microphone Receiver System | | $1092
| UHF Quad Wireless Microphone Receiver System w/mic | | $1299
| XLR Cable | | $340
S1695 | Wireless 16 CH UHF Handheld Microphone | | $340
S1693 | Wireless 16 CH UHF Lapel & Headset Microphone Kit | | 

Use in a built-in rack mount, compatible with many of our PA’s and Lecterns, or on its own, as a portable system.

Works with any combination of up to FOUR handheld, lapel or headset mics - wireless OR wired!
(Microphones sold separately)